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Abstract—In this work, We have investigated self-taught
learning methods along with deep neural network to predict
one very important property of proteins from protein sequences,
i.e., accessible surface area and to solve the problem of feature
selection using a comparatively new machine learning concept i.e
self-taught learning. Accessible surface area (ASA) is predicted
using Support Vector Regression (SVR). Two SVR optimization
methods with three different types of features including position
dependent k-spectrum, Blosum 62 substitution matrix and posi-
tion specific scoring matrix (PSSM) are used separately to predict
ASA. Optimization methods used are quadratic programming
(QP) solver to solve dual form of SVR with Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel and stochastic sub-gradient optimization
(SSGO) algorithm to optimize a linear SVR. QP based solver
produced better results with PSSM features as compared to SSGO
algorithm but SSGO algorithm is significantly time efficient as
compared to first method. Two self-taught learning algorithms
are used to learn better representations of data which are
Sparse autoencoder and dictionary learning. These algorithms
are trained using unlabeled data extracted from non-redundant
protein database. Labeled examples are transformed into new
representations using trained algorithms and SSGO based re-
gressor is used to predict ASA. We have used these algorithms
with position dependent k-spectrum and Blosum 62 substitution
matrix based features as these are easier to compute as compared
to PSSM which uses a lot of data and time. We got comparable
results with these algorithms as those of using simple data without
using these algorithms. A feed forward deep neural network
having three layers has been used for comparison purposes. This
model is trained and tested using labeled data. It produced better
results than self-taught learning algorithms with Blosum features.

Keywords—Accessible Surface Area, Self-Taught Learning,
Sparse Autoencoder, Dictionary Learning, Stochastic Subgradient
Optimization based Regressor

I. INTRODUCTION

ASA of residues in a protein sequence is important because
it allows prediction of many other properties of proteins
like secondary structure, residue depth, hydrophobicity, trans-
membrane topology, and binding associated conformational
changes. ASA is also a good measure of folding state of a
protein. Because active sites of proteins are often located at
their surface, the prediction of exposed residues is important
for understanding the conformational changes of proteins upon
binding. Marsh et al. [1] have shown that ASA of buried
residues in protein structure is associated with protein flexi-
bility and it can be used to predict protein flexibility. Liu et

al. [2] have suggested the use of ASA and residue depth along
with other sequence and structure based features can improve
the sensitivity and accuracy of fold recognition of proteins. Xia
et al. [3] have used solvent accessibility to predict hot spots
in protein structure. Hot spots are residues which have major
contribution of binding free energy of protein interactions.

There are many methods to predict solvent accessibility of
proteins. Earlier methods treat solvent accessibility as multi-
state classification problem and solved it using SVM [4], two
stage SVM [5], neural networks [6] and bidirectional recurrent
neural networks [7].

For the first time Ahmad et al. [8] have treated solvent
accessibility prediction as regression problem because real
value of ASA gives more meaningful information than to
classify the residues as buried and exposed types. Real value
of ASA gives direct measure of area of a residue exposed
to surrounding solvent. Later on, several other methods have
been proposed to predict continuous real value of ASA using
different features which include support vector regression
using neighborhood information [9] [10], feed forward and
recurrent neural networks using PSSM based features [11] and
neural network based method using evolutionary information
in the form of multiple sequence alignment [12].

Recently, machine learning strategies has been proposed to
predict multiple properties of proteins simultaneously. Adam-
czak et al. [13] have predicted secondary structure and sol-
vent accessibility simultaneously. Deep neural networks have
been used for prediction of local structural properties of
proteins. Deep neural networks are artificial neural networks
with multiple layers. Qi et al. [14] proposed unified multi-
task architecture of deep neural networks using PSSM and
neighborhood information to predict multiple local properties
of proteins including solvent accessibility but they treated
it as classification problem. Recently Heffernan et al. [15]
developed a method using iterative deep neural network to
predict secondary structure, solvent accessibility and torsional
angles. They used PSSM based features as input to neural
network. These methods have improved prediction results
using deep neural networks but they have not taken care of
timing complexity as it is time consuming task to compute
PSSM.

To tackle above mentioned problems, we have used simple
features based on neighborhood information and Blosum 62
substitution matrix extracted from unlabeled data to train self-



taught learning [16] algorithms including sparse autoencoder
[17], dictionary learning algorithm [18] and PCA. These
methods give better feature representations which are used
as input to stochastic sub-gradient based regressor to predict
ASA. Again stochastic regressor is chosen keeping in view its
timing efficiency.

II. MATERIALS & METHODS

We have used two optimization methods to solve SVR
problem to predict ASA of residues. First one is quadratic
programming solver to solve dual form of SVR and second
one is stochastic sub-gradient optimization algorithm. we have
used simple features based on neighborhood information and
Blosum62 substitution matrix extracted from unlabeled data
to train self-taught learning [16] algorithms including sparse
autoencoder [17], dictionary learning algorithm [18] and PCA.
These methods give better feature representations which are
used as input to stochastic sub-gradient based regressor to
predict ASA. Again stochastic regressor is chosen keeping in
view its timing efficiency. Deep neural network has also been
used for comparison purposes.

A. Dataset and Preprocessing

Protein-Protein Docking Benchmark 4.0 [22] is selected to
get protein sequences used for feature extraction. This dataset
has separate PDB files for both bound and unbound structure
of same protein. Also separate files for ligand and receptor
proteins are available. We have used 343 protein sequences
of unbound state for ASA prediction. STRIDE tool is used
to compute ASA which are used as target values [23]. All
protein sequences shorter than 30 amino acids in length are
removed from dataset as they don’t provide enough neigh-
borhood information to feature set. Proteins having pairwise
sequence similarity of more than 30% are excluded using CD
hit tool. Some PDB files contain more than one chains. Those
chains are separated and each PDB file input to STRIDE
contains single chain as presence of second chain affects the
ASA area. Before ASA calculation using Stride PDB files
are cleaned using Pymol to remove HETATM (heterogeneous
atoms) which are not part of protein sequence. Also some
PDB files contain residues other than 20 standard amino acids
called as unclassified residues. These residues are removed as
presence of HETATM and unclassified residues pose errors
while computing ASA using STRIDE. To perform 10-fold
cross-validation, we divided the dataset into ten groups each
containing equal number of data and target values. One group
was chosen as testing set while nine groups are merged to
form training set. To measure the performance of SVR in this
application, Pearsons correlation coefficient between predicted
and observed RASA values were calculated. The Pearsons
correlation coefficient is defined as the ratio of the covariance
between the predicted and observed ASA values per residue
to the product of the standard deviations.

B. Feature Extraction

The feature vector xi representing a residue is extracted
by a sliding window method using single protein sequence
as input. The window size is set at 21 residues. Increasing
the window size can provide more local information. It is
reasonable to expect that prediction accuracy would increase

with the enlargement of the window size. However, we found
that window size has a very limited effect on prediction
accuracy. The ASA value is computed for the central residue.
In the sliding window, each residue is coded by a 20-
dimensional vector, representing the 20 types of amino acids.
Therefore, a residue is represented by a (20 × 21) = 420-
dimensional vector. The absolute ASA value for each residue
is obtained using Stride. Stride takes a PDB file as input
and returns residue location in protein sequence, its torsional
angles, secondary structure elements and ASA. RASA values
are obtained by Normalizing ASA values by dividing with
value of ASA obtained by extended Ala-X-Ala conformation
where X is the corresponding residue.This value is used as
Alanine is the residue with shortest chain among all amino
acids. So surrounding of an amino acid by Alanine will give
almost maximum value of ASA. It is important to note that
the normalization step can simplify the handling of data, as
the ASA values of different amino acids are at the same scale.
The SVR algorithm is trained on RASA values and, therefore,
predicted values also will be RASA values which can be
converted into ASA values by multiplying with corresponding
normalizing values.

Three different data representations are used to compare
their effects on prediction of ASA values.

• First representation is a binary vector with presence of
a particular residue at particular location in window of
21 residues marked as 1 and its absence marked as 0.
It is totally based on neighborhood information of a
residue.

• In second method each residue in window is repre-
sented by corresponding row in Blosum 62 matrix.
Blosum 62 is a 20×20 dimensional substitution matrix
for sequence alignment in which score for substitution
of one amino acid in place of another amino acid
is given. Similar amino acids have higher score as
compared to dissimilar ones. Obtained feature vectors
are normalized to have unit norm.

• In third method position specific scoring matrix is
computed for each protein sequence. Size of PSSM
is 20×l where l is the length of protein sequence. A
window of 21 residues from this PSSM is picked and
normalized to unit norm to be used as feature. PSSM
is obtained by performing Multiple Sequence Align-
ment. Frequency count of each residue at particular
location is obtained and logarithm of its frequency
with respect to background frequency is computed.
It is a measure of presence of a specific amino acid
at specific location. PSSM features are better features
but it took longer time to perform MSA and compute
these features.

C. Sparse Autoencoder

Sparse autoencoder [17] is one of the approaches to use
unlabeled data to learn important features automatically. It
has outperformed best sophisticated hand-engineered features
representations in case of images, audio and text data. It is
implemented using feed forward neural network. It tries to
learn a function approximate to identity function which gives
similar value of output as that of input. A sparsity constraint is



imposed to limit the number of active hidden nodes to reduce
redundancy in data to learn important structures in data.

There is no specific rule about number of hidden units but
mostly for image classification task number of hidden units are
less than input units i.e. to learn compressed representation of
data similar to PCA. Even if number of hidden units are larger
than number of input units, presence of sparsity constraint will
try to eliminate the redundant units and will find improved
representation of data. Sparse autoencoder will learn a set of
basis vectors φi such that we can represent input vector x as
linear combination of those basis vectors.

x =

k∑
i=1

aiφi (1)

Then vector of activations ai's is used as new feature vector.
Cost function for sparse autoencoder consists of three terms
given unlabeled data x(1)u , x

(2)
u , ...., x

(k)
u is as follows:

f(W, b;xu) =
1

k

∑
i

‖x(i)u − hW,b(xiu)‖2 + λW
∑
j

‖wj‖2+

λsparsity
∑
j

KL(p‖pj) (2)

First term is the average of the squares of reconstruction
error where hW,b is logistic activation function. The second
one is regularization term which will decrease the magnitude
of weights and prevents overfitting. λw is regularization pa-
rameter to control relative importance of weight decay term.
Third term is sparsity term which is Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between two bernoulli random variables with mean
p and pj respectively. It is given as:

KL(p‖pj) = plog(
p

pj
) + (1− p)log(

1− p
1− pj

) (3)

It measures the difference between two distributions and tries
to minimize that difference. Here p is the sparsity parameter
set to value very close to 0 and pj is average activation of
hidden unit j averaged over whole training set. This function
has the property that it is equal to 0 if pj = p and otherwise
it increases monotonically as p deviates from pj . λsparsity
is sparsity controlling parameter which controls the relative
importance of sparsity term in cost function.

Code is written using python programming language to
implement sparse autoencoder and its performance is verified
using built-in sparse autoencoder in theanets [24] package for
neural network which has support for both CPU and GPU.
In our code, we trained sparse autoencoder with 420 input
nodes, 1680 hidden nodes, 420 output nodes and using 16869
unlabeled examples. Cost function is optimized using gradient
based L-BFGS algorithm. Bias terms bi are initialized to zero
while weights wij are initialized to random numbers drawn
from interval [−

√
6

i+o+1 ,
√

6
i+o+1 ] where i is number of

inputs to a node and o is number of outputs from a node [17].
Desired average activation of hidden units p = 0.01, sparsity
controlling parameter λsparsity = 0.00003 and regularization
parameter λw = 0.003 have produced best results. After
training sparse autoencoder, we forward propagated the labeled
data to represent it as activation of hidden units and used that
new data as features to SSGO based regressor to predict ASA.

D. Dictionary Learning

Dictionary learning [18] is another method for model-
ing sparse representations of data. In this method any n-
dimensional input vector x is represented as a linear combina-
tion x ≈ Dw of m-dimensional codes defined in a dictionary
D = [d1, d2, ...., dm]. While computing dictionary an addi-
tional constraint is imposed that weight vector w is sparse. As
w is sparse it means x can only be represented as linear combi-
nation of few codes from dictionary. So the problem can be for-
mulated as follows: Given k data points each of n-dimensions
represented as X = [x1, x2, ...., xk]n×k, we want to extract
an m-dimensional dictionary D = [d1, d2, ...., dm]n×m along
with sparse weights W = [w1, w2, ...., wk]m×k from input data
points. Purpose of this dictionary formulation is to represent
each input data point xi as xi = Dwi where wi is a sparse
weight vector. So the cost function is

minD,W
1

2
‖X −DW‖2 + α‖W‖1

s.t.‖di‖22 ≤ 1∀i = 1, 2, ....,m.

Built-in dictionary learning module of Scikit learn package
[25] is used for ASA prediction. First we computed dictionary
of size 420×1680 using unlabeled data of size 420×16869.
We have total of 63942 examples of labeled data. After
dictionary is computed, labeled data is transformed using this
pre-computed dictionary. Transformed data is of dimensions
1680×63942. Only tuning parameter is regularization param-
eter α which is set to be 0.05 using grid search method.
Transformed data is fed as feature vectors to SSGO based
regressor to predict accessible surface area of proteins.

E. Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis(PCA) is a data modeling
technique to reduce dimensions of data. It is also used to
rotate data to achieve simple structure of data which is useful
from classification or regression point of view. As it reduces
the dimensions as well as redundancy in data, so it increases
speed as well as accuracy for unsupervised feature learning
algorithms. Suppose you are training your algorithm on some
kind of data which has redundancy due to correlation among
adjacent data points PCA will help to get a better representa-
tion of data which is lower dimensional with very little error
as only redundant dimensions are removed.

First step of PCA is to merge all data points or feature
vectors in a single matrix as class labels are not required for
PCA.Then compute the n-dimensional mean vector where n
is the dimension of each feature vector.

m =
1

k

k∑
i=1

xi (4)

Next step is to compute the co-variance matrix using following
equation:

C =
1

k − 1

k∑
i=1

(xi −m)(xi −m)T (5)

Then compute the eigen vectors and corresponding eigen
values of co-variance matrix. Next step is to sort the eigen
values from highest to lowest and choose the eigen vectors



corresponding to top p eigen values. Eigen values define
the length of eigen vectors or amount of variance in the
direction of corresponding eigen vectors. Place the p selected
eigen vectors into projection matrix T . Transform original n-
dimensional data matrix X into new m-dimensional subspace
Y using Y = WTX .

We have implemented PCA using Scikit learn package.
Input data matrix consists of 63942 data points with each
of dimension 420. Dimensionality of input data points is
preserved as all the eigen values are very small and close
with one another. We have selected all the 420 eigen vectors
and transform our data to new subspace using this projection
matrix. The projected data is used as feature vectors to SSGO
based regressor and ASA of proteins is predicted.

F. Deep Neural Network

Deep learning is a new area of machine learning with pur-
pose of learning higher level abstractions in data using complex
structures or multiple nonlinear transformations. One of the
simplest example of deep learning is multilayer perceptron
or feedforward neural network with multiple layers [21]. In
a deep neural network, each layer trains on a distinct set of
features based on the previous layers output. The further you
advance into the network, the more complex and improved
features your nodes can recognize, since the features learned
from the previous layers are used as input to next layers.
These algorithms can be both supervised and unsupervised.
For supervised learning tasks, deep learning algorithms learn
better representation of data reducing redundancy in data.

We have implemented a deep neural network based regres-
sor using Theanets package for neural networks. Only labeled
data is used to train the network. Network consists of three
hidden layers each having 1500 nodes, input layer having 420
nodes and output layer has single node. Learning algorithm
used is rmsprop which is gradient decent based algorithm with
adaptive learning rate. Regularization parameter and learning
rate are set to 0.01 and 0.0001 respectively. All of these
parameters are selected using some rules of thumb available
in literature and grid search.

G. Support vector Regression

ASA prediction problem is formulated as a support vector
regression problem. Each residue in the proteins in the training
set is encoded into a feature vector xi . Then, xi is mapped
(non-linearly) onto an m-dimensional feature space. A linear
model is constructed in this feature space. The predicted ASA
value will be given by

f(x) =

n∑
k=1

wkΦ(x) + b (6)

Here, Φ(x) is the non-linear mapping of feature vectors and b
is the bias. The regression parameters wj and b are estimated
by minimizing the norm of the weights,‖w‖2, and the empiri-
cal risk function on the training samples. In particular Vapnik's
ε-insensitive loss function is used here to minimize the errors.

It is defined by

Lε(y − f(x)) =

{
0, if |(y − f(x))| ≤ ε
|(y − f(x))| − ε, otherwise

(7)

This term sets the tolerance to error in loss function. Errors
smaller than ε are not considered as errors. So overall risk
function to estimate wj has two terms given as:

1

2
‖w‖2 +

C

n

n∑
k=1

Lε(yk − f(xk)) (8)

Where C is a user-settable regularization constant and n is
the total number of training examples. Regularization constant
is to set trade-off between prediction error and complexity of
model. Smaller value of C will simplify the model while larger
value of C will cause overfitting.

Problem can be transformed into constrained optimization
problem by using slack variables. This constrained optimiza-
tion problem is solved by adding Langrange multipliers and
dual form of the problem is developed. If data is not linearly
separable, it can be transformed to some higher dimensional
space using some nonlinear kernel function. We have tried
Radial Basis Function (RBF) to map input data to some higher
dimensional feature space. RBF kernel between two input
features xi and xj is defined as:

K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ‖xi − xj‖2) (9)

Where parameter γ is user settable and it defines the spread
of data. Dual form of above mentioned problem is solved by
using quadratic programming solver [19]. It is implemented
using Scikit-learn. Scikit-learn is simple and efficient toolbox
for Machine learning in Python.

H. Stochastic Subgradient Optimization based Regressor

Quadratic optimization problem formulated above is time
consuming for larger datasets so stochastic sub-gradient de-
scent algorithm [20] is used which is simple and effective
for solving the optimization problem cast by Support Vector
Machines (SVM). It has an edge over other convex opti-
mization algorithms that its time complexity is linear and
independent of number of data points [20]. For linear kernels,
the total run-time of this algorithm is O( dλε ), where d is a
bound on the number of non-zero features in each example
and λ is the regularization parameter of SVM. Input to this
algorithm is data values, target values, number of iterations and
regularization constant while it outputs parameters of regressor.
On each iteration it operates as follow. Initially, we set weight
vector w to the zero vector. On iteration t of the algorithm, we
first choose a random training example (xit, yit) by picking an
index it ∈ {1, 2, ....,m} uniformly at random. Sub-gradient
of objective function in expression 8 at chosen example is
evaluated and added to previous value of w to update it for
next iteration.

Pseudo code for linear form of SSGO algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Where S is set of data and target values, λ is regularization
constant, T is number of iterations and η = 1

λt is called
learning rate. It is implemented using numpy package for array
operations of Python programming language.



Fig. 1. (a) Scatter plot between actual and predicted ASA using PSSM based features and SSGO algorithm (b) Scatter plot between actual and predicted ASA
for deep neural network with Blosum 62 based features

Algorithm 1: Stochastic Sub-gradient Optimization Al-
gorithm

Input: S, λ, T
1 INITIALIZE W1 = 0
2 for t = 1, 2, ......, T do
3 Choose it ∈ {1, 2, ...., |S|} uniformly at random
4 SET ηt = 1

λt
5 if 〈Wt, Xit〉 − yit > ε then
6 Wt+1 = (1− ηλ)Wt − ηXit;
7 else if yit − 〈Wt, Xit〉 > ε then
8 Wt+1 = (1− ηλ)Wt + ηXit;
9 else

10 Wt+1 = (1− ηλ)Wt

11 end
12 end

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After cleaning PDB files and removing files shorter than
30 residues length, we were left with a dataset of 63942
examples from 343 unbound protein chains. The parameter
of Vapnik's ε-insensitive loss function was set as 0.01 for
SVR. RBF kernel is used and various values of C and γ
were tried and got best results for C = 0.1 and γ = 0.1.
As quadratic programming based solver was much slower, so
we used stochastic sub-gradient algorithm which is compu-
tationally much faster as compared to first method and gave
prediction accuracy comparable with quadratic programming
based solver. Scatter plot between predicted and actual RASA
is shown in Figure 1(a) for PSSM based features. All the
results using two types of optimization algorithm, three types
of features and three self-taught learning algorithms are men-
tioned in Table I. Among the three types of features used,
PSSM based features are superior features as they include more
information of presence of a residue at a particular location
as well as neighborhood information and almost whole of
the protein universe is traversed to compute these features.

It took about 10 hours to optimize dual form of SVR using
quadratic programming based solver whereas stochastic sub-
gradient based regressor took only 10 minutes to optimize
the basic optimization problem of SVR. We have tried linear,
polynomial and RBF kernel for both methods. First method
produced best results using RBF kernel while second method
linearly solved the problem and produced comparable results.
So SSGO regressor with PSSM features is the finding of
this work. Pearson's correlation coefficient obtained for all

TABLE I. PREDICTION RESULTS SHOWING PEARSON'S CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PREDICTED AND TRUE ASA VALUES USING

10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION

self-taught learning algorithms is also presented in Table I.
Results are same using all self-taught learning algorithms.
Self-taught learning algorithms have shown comparable results
with methods without these algorithms which is an indication
that data is already sparse and there is no redundancy in
the data. Our objective was to achieve prediction accuracy
comparable with PSSM based features using Blosum62 and
position dependent k-spectrum based features. Deep neural
network with Blosum62 features has shown improvement in
prediction accuracy as these features are based on similarity
information of residues. Position dependent k-spectrum has not
shown any improvement because of its sensitivity to position of
residues in protein sequence. Shifting of residues in sequence
causes significant changes in these features. PSSM based
features are much superior as compared to other two features
as it requires traversal of almost whole of protein universe
to compute these features. It requires lot of data and time
to compute these features so we have not considered these
features for self-taught or deep learning implementation. On



other hand, Blosum62 features are simple features and easy
to compute. So the improvement in prediction accuracy with
Blosum62 based features is mainly due to the use of deep
neural network. Scatter plot between predicted and actual ASA
values for deep neural network is shown in Figure 1(b).

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have used quadratic programming to solve dual form
of kernelized SVR to predict ASA which is time consuming
but use of SSGO algorithm for prediction of ASA has given
comparable results with first method with much lesser time
complexity. SSGO algorithm has an advantage over other
methods that its computation complexity does not depend upon
number of data points rather it depends upon dimensions of
feature vectors and the learning rate used. It has been shown
that using Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) as feature
has significantly improved the prediction accuracy of SVR as
compared to other two types of features. In the end we can
conclude that using SSGO based regressor along with PSSM
based features is time efficient and reasonably accurate method
to cope up the problem of big data for ASA prediction of
proteins. One very important finding of this research work is
use of deep learning and self-taught learning algorithms to
predict ASA of proteins as a large amount of unlabeled data of
proteins is available. It will also solve the problem of suitable
feature selection stage for prediction of protein properties.

Using self-taught learning algorithms, we got same results
as with simple SSGO regressor but one very important finding
of the work is use of unlabeled data to learn protein universe.
Large amount of unlabeled data is available in the form of
protein sequences. According to statistics, about 30 million
protein sequences are available in non redundant database but
structural information of only 1,12,561 proteins is available
[26]. It can urge researchers to use these algorithms and
unlabeled data to solve problems in Bioinformatics. In future
these algorithms can be used to predict multiple properties
simultaneously as it has shown improvement in performance
of predictors using deep neural networks [13] [15] [14].
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